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SIDELOADERS 
FIORA OMG SIDELOADERS MAKER



OMG INDUSTRY
FORKLIFTS
Innovation to compete side by side with the customers

OMG’s commitment is being a partner for their customers, 

addressing together with them any logistical problem and 

overcoming the traditional customer-supplier relationship.

This is the only way to achieve innovation, collaboration and 

costant improvement in order to reach all the objectives.

M A I N  A C T I V I T I E S

Research and Development

Design

Production

Sales



Technology, research 
and development
OMG has always anticipated events,by

adopting and developing the best solutions

with high technological contents. It was the 

first company to use, from the very first 

models, the cushion rubber wheels which,

together with the structure of the balancing 

chassis divided in two parts, allow to operate 

smoothly also on open areas and on slightly

uneven floors.

OMG uses absolute value encoders for the 

control and management of all four wheel axes. 

For what concerns the electrical installations

the Open Can-Bus technology is provided.



Innovation 
and Quality

The Technical department is specialized in mechanical, 

hydraulic and electronical design of special machines. 

Specialized engineers check every single project, through an 

in-depth structural analysis, (simulating the final elements

and the instrumental tests) to ensure the quality that has

always distingushed the company.

ISO 9001:2008 Certified; quality, innovation, research and technological 

know-how are the basis of the work philosophy. Particular attention is 

paid to the control of each processing stage, from the choice of certified 

suppliers to the control of incoming materials, from testing subgroups to 

the commissioning at the customer’s premises.



Sideloaders Market
2 ways sideloaders with reach mast for 

external use, fuel or electric
4 ways sideloader with reach
mast for external use, fuel or 

electric

4 ways sideloaders with fixed
mast for internal or external

use, fuel or electric

MULTIDIRECTIONAL (4 ways) 
sideloaders with REACH MAST for 

INTERNAL USE, electric supply



Technology
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Balancing chassis

Balancing chassis divided in two parts (mechanical compensation) to 

work also on slightly uneven floors and to keep a constant contact of the 

wheels to the floor itself, improving the machine stability.



Twin tires and inner 
mechanisms

Twin tires

Hydraulic power 
for mast 
translation and 
wheels movement

Encoder



Double traction motors

Double AC electric 
traction motors

Hydraulic power 
steering

AC Inverter 
protected by a 
hard iron structure



Movement precision

Better precision on the 
movements with gear 
connections for rotation and 
encoder to read the wheel 
position.



Directions
DRIVING SYSTEM
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4 ways

The 4 ways driving system gives the driver the 

possibility of  moving the forklift in both sideways, 

being able to turn, and forward directions. The driver 

can select the most appropriate and safe driving

system according to the load transported and the 

working place, moving the truck in total safety.

The truck can quickly change from sideways to frontal

direction, or, it can rotate 360° on itself clockwise and 

anticlockwise, by pivoting on the centre of  the back 

wheels.



Multi-direction

The multi-directional driving system offers 12 

different steering programs. The driver can select the 

most appropriate and safe driving system according 

to the load transported and the working place, moving 

the truck in total safety.

The position of each wheel is electronically controlled by an 

encoder. The truck can quickly change from sideways to 

frontal direction and from a diagonal direction to a  360°

rotation clockwise and anticlockwise. 



Comparison4  W A Y S M U L T I D I R E C T I O N A L

Only one drive wheel
(generally positioned on the opposite side of the driver’s cab) DRIVING WHEELS Two rear driving wheels

Two wheel units connected by a coupling bar that rotate 90°
manually (using a hydraulic lever positioned in the cab) allowing the 
movement in a forward direction, a pivoting wheel that follows the 

overall movement of the forklift in both a sideways and forward
direction.

OTHER WHEELS
Two front carrying wheels and all the wheels can rotate 

autonomously and independently 360°, able to move in any
direction, both sideways and forwards.

It is able to round corners both to the right and left. SIDEWAYS DIRECTION It is able to round all corners both left and right, the different
directions are chosen using a button positioned in the cab.

It is not able to steer beacuse the wheels are «locked» in a fixed
position. The forward movement of serves only as an approach

manoeuvre.
FORWARD DIRECTION It is able to round all corners both left and right, the different

directions are chosen using a button positioned in the cab.

In order to rotate 360° the 4-WAY forklift pivots on the wheel
positioned under the driver’s cab. ROTATION In order to rotate 360° it pivots at the centre of the machine by 

rotating all the wheels in the correct position.



Product Range
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LT50-80 SERIE HD
Load capacity 5000-8000 Kg

LT30-40 SERIE S-SE
Load capacity 3000-4000 Kg

LT40-60 SERIE H
Load capacity 4000-6000 Kg

LT20-30 SERIE C-CE
Load capacity 2000-3000 Kg

The OMG Product Range 

LT20-30 SERIE B1
Load capacity 2000-3000 Kg

PK20-25 SERIE C
Load capacity 2000-2500 Kg

MULTIDIRECTIONAL PICKING4-WAYS



Modular assembly

L= LATERAL

D = DIAGONAL

F = FORWARD

K = MAN UP

4 different cabs Duplex or Triplex 
mast with 
different options

Ac electric motor

Battery from
620 to 1085 Ah



The cabins
FRONTAL CABIN F DIAGONAL CABIN D MAN UP CABIN KLATERAL CABIN L



Carriage and mast

Large opening fork carriage with 
fork positioner

Standard fork carriage FEM2 
– FEM3 – FEM4

Compact large opening 
fork carriage

Mast type Standard elevation

Duplex from 3300 to 5500

Triplex from 5500 to 10000



TYPE OF WHEELS PROS CONS USE

POLYURETHANE 
(VULKOLLAN)

High resistance to pressureà
low wear and low Rh

Perfect wheel for VNA 
forklifts and high fork lifting.

Impossible to work on 
rough terrain, such as

asphalt or gravel.

High replacement cost.

100% on industrial surfaces
(usually indoor)

CUSHION

Medium resistance to 
pressure and medium degree 

of deformationà perfect
wheel for working on 

indutrial surfaces and on 
asphalt with average wear

(indoor and outdoor 
warehouses).

This wheel is not
recommended for VNA 

forklifts or with high fork
lifting.

Average wear if working on 
rough surfaces (asphalt).

Good on both industrial 
surfaces and rough 
sufacess (asphalt)

50% industrial surf.
50% aspahlt

SUPER-ELASTIC

High deformation, absorbs 
surface unevenness (asphalt 

and gravel) 

This wheel is not
recommended for VNA 

forklifts or with high fork
lifting.

High loading platform

Better for rough surfaces
(asphalt or solid gravel) 

and OK for industrial 
surfaces. 

80% rough surf.
20% industrial surf.

NOTE: Sometimes other

competitors use the name «Elastic

Wheels» to mean CUSHION rubber 

wheels. The Customer may be 

confused with Super-Elastic wheels

and when OMG proposes a model 

equipped with Cushion tyres, the 

customer might not agree and state 

that the wheels offered by 

competitors are better because the 

forklift can work much better on 

asphalt. (for example see the 

Hubtex Series 2120 brochure).

Wheels



4-WAY AND 
MULTIDIRECTIONALS

LONG AND WIDE LOADS



LT20-30 SERIE B1
Cabin Configuration

L Lateral
Technical Information

Version 4-ways

Nominal Capacity 2000-3000 Kg

Voltage 48V

Wheels Cushion

Platform Height 415mm

Traction Motor 1x5 KW

Lifting Motor 1x12 KW

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCAHz_VTtd8


LT20-30 SERIE C-CE
Cabin Configuration

F Frontal

L Lateral

D Diagonal

K Man Up

Technical Information

Version Multidirectional

Nominal Capacity 2000-3000 Kg

Voltage 48V

Wheels Cushion- Super-elastic

C Platform Height 390mm

CE Platform Height 480mm

Traction motor 2x3,5 KW

Lifting motor 1x12 KW



LT30-40 SERIE S-SE
Cabin Configuration

F Frontal

L Lateral

D Diagonal

K Man Up

Technical Information

Version Multidirectional

Nominal Capacity 3000-4000 Kg

Voltage 48V (80V optional)

Wheels Cushion- Super-elastic

S Platform Height 430mm

SE Platform Height 480mm

Traction Motor 2x6 KW

Lifting Motor 1x15 KW



LT40-60 SERIE H
Cabin Configuration

F Frontal

D Diagonal

Technical Information

Version Multidirectional

Nominal Capacity 4000-6000 Kg

Voltage 80V

Wheels Cushion

Platform Height 500mm

Traction motor (vertical) 2x7 KW

Lifting motor 1x19 KW + 1x5 KW



LT50-80 SERIE HD
Cabin Configuration

F Frontal
Technical Information

Version Multidirectional

Nominal Capacity 5000-8000 Kg

Voltage 80V

Wheels Superelastic

Platform Height 620mm

Traction motor (epicyclic) 2x6 KW

Lifting motor 1x19 KW + 1x5 KW

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6cqqFtkY58


PICKING RANGE
LONG AND WIDE LOADS



PK20-25 SERIE C
Cabin Configuration

MU Man Up
Technical Information

Version Multidirectional

Nominal Capacity 2000-2500 Kg

Voltage 48V

Wheels Cushion

Platform Height 390mm

Traction motor 2x2,5 KW

Lifting motor 1x12 KW



Picking
Application sectors
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Hydraulic fork opening

DOUBLE hydraulic fork opening

Reclining armrest

The hydraulic opening of the forks allows simple and quick 

positioning of the forks in a given position in relation to the 

load to be transported, avoiding the need to manually perform 

the operation.

The DOUBLE hydraulic opening of the forks allows positioning the 

forks in different positions with respect to each other. This even 

allows you to safely pick up loads that are asymmetric. 

If required, and to improve access to the cab, it is possible to fit a 

reclining armrest.



Vertical movable fork

The vertically movable fork is used when the material is stored on 

rather uneven floors, it is necessary to run ramps and at the same 

time keep the load as horizontal as possible, when there is material 

that bends and one of the forks must be adjusted to ensure the load is 

secure. 

Inductive guidance

In some warehouses where it is not possible to install bumper 

guide rails or there are narrow aisles, the INDUCTIVE 

GUIDANCE system is the perfect solution.



Fork Support Plate EXTRA

Fork support plates can be of different lengths and can even reach 

6500mm in some applications. The fork carriage is designed 

according to the transported material.
Telescopic Forks

Telescopic forks are an excellent solution for increasing grip and 

loading depth. A vast range of accessories to handle all loading 

situations is offered. As a matter of fact, the telescopic fork is the 

most popular.

Electronic weighing

The Electronic weighing system positioned on the base of the 

forklift allows you to weigh the transported material. Ideal for 

retail or inventories.



Level Preselector

Retractable mast speed reduction proximity 
sensor

Remote control

The level preselector allows to automatically select the pick-up or 

deposit cycle of the material from the racking. By setting certain 

parameters using a console in the cab, the operator can select the 

pre-programmed lifting height, define the material pick-up/deposit 

cycle and set up to 99 positions. Furthermore, this system improves 

occupational health and safety and helps to prevent damage to 

goods. 

A speed reduction sensor is used to gradually accompany the mast 

during the entry and exit phases from the forklift. 

The machine can also be equipped with a remote control that 

enables all the functions associated with the lifting mast and 

traction when the machine is in the aisle. This option is used when 

you want to pick at low height (see the wood panels in the photo) 

without having to get in and out the cab to move the forklift or 

adjust the height of the forks. 



Removable driver’s cab seat L

Aisle guide rail sensors + SICK

Video camera

The removable seat, only available for cabs L and D, improves 

cab access. This Option is included as standard in cabs L and 

D.

A Laser Scanner increases forklift safety during use and stops the 

machine in the event of danger. Narrow aisles in warehouses are 

the scene of serious accidents on a daily basis. In some countries, it 

is a mandatory requirement to protect personnel in narrow 

passageways. For this reason, the laser scanner prevents the 

forklift from operating if people are detected nearby. 

The video camera mounted on the fork axle provides greater operator 

visibility at height and allows them to perform faster and more precise 

manoeuvres. Forklift operators often do not have good visibility from 

the driver's cab, particularly when handling very bulky, long and tall 

loads. For this reason, it is possible to propose various versions of 

video camera systems to greatly assist operators during their work. 

The video camera systems are opportunely installed to ensure critical 

areas can be monitored in the best way possible. 



APPLICATIONS
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Aluminium
Application sectors



Industrial
Application sectors



Wood
Application sectors



Insulated panels
Application sectors



Plastics
Application sectors



Supplies
Application sectors



Steel&Metals
Application sectors



Glass
Application sectors



Main Users

Agusta Westland Alcoa All.Co Group Acerinox Bombardier

FPT Hydro New Holland Iveco Cnh



Main Customers

Thales Alenia Ducati FIAT Fournier

Etem Lindab Airbus Kme



+39 0376 526011

+39 0376 588008

info@omgindustry.com
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